
From classrooms to

HOSE WERE the inspiring words of Rhydian

Morgan-Jones, the first chairman of our charity

when the Racing to School programme was

founded in 2001 to provide youngsters with

lesson-based activities combined with a unique view of the

inner workings of a raceday. It takes children out of the

classroom and on to the racecourse. In this year that sees our

20th anniversary we hope to welcome our 200,000th participant.

Racing to School offers free education programmes to school

pupils and students, delivered at racecourses, trainers’ yards and

studs across Great Britain. Our practical, lively approach

enriches a range of national curriculum subjects, sparks interest

in the sport of horseracing and opens minds to the many

different career opportunities within the industry.  The scheme is

aimed at those in Year 5 and above.

The context of racing offers many opportunities for exploring

school subjects in a practical way.  From weights and

measurements and the handicapping system, to the geometry in

the construction of fences, to the art and symmetry used in

jockeys silks, to the science of jockey nutrition.  These settings

offer young people so many exciting ways of practising their

school subjects and applying them to real-life settings.

The programme offers unique behind-the-scenes access,

making the learning experience a special one in which the

young people want to engage.  Most pupils have never been

racing prior to their Racing to School day so the experience

catches their attention, inspires them to want to understand more

and increases the likelihood of them absorbing and retaining

what they have learnt.

The end to normal life as we knew it last March because of

the Covic pandemic meant that we, racing’s smallest charity,

had to find new ways to operate.  We began to offer online

resources and to develop some remote learning opportunities

with the help of a few well-known racing faces.

Then the loosening of lockdown shackles last summer

allowed us to resume Racing to School’s popular Pony Club

events and, in the autumn, an adapted, non-raceday programme

saw school groups return to racecourses nationwide. It is that

model that we hope will allow us to come roaring back in a few

weeks’ time, to recapture the momentum that saw the team post

a record 15,000-plus beneficiaries in 2019.

A team of re-trained racing professionals is vital to blending

some key learning with the desire to share an infectious passion

for the sport. With back-up in the form of an engaged and

generous Trustee Board and some hands-on ambassadors, who

include Hollie Doyle, John Hunt and Jonjo O’Neill Jnr, Racing

to School has the assets to continue to punch above its weight.

Why does it work? Well, it’s the natural thirst of young

people for knowledge and the chance to be immersed in a sport

that to most is as alien as a first French lesson. So many people
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The charity that takes children from their
desks to lessons at the racecourse was founded
20 years ago. Here Racing to School chief
executive JOHN BLAKE explains their work.

I remember walking across the parade ring at Aintree
one day with some kids from Liverpool. One asked
what the funny, sweet smell was. I was confused for
a while, then  realised the lawn had just been mown.
The sweet smell of freshly cut spring grass! If Racing
to School only ever delivers that experience, it will
have been worth every penny.

They‛re off!  Pupils from Blackgates Primary School,
Wakefield, head for the finish at Pontefract
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the races!

in racing cherish this programme, enabling it to thrive within a

sport that has community and a charitable perspective at its

heart.

With the unstinting support of the Levy Board and a range of

funders  —  including The Racing Foundation, Godolphin, the

Sir Peter O’Sullevan Charitable Trust, racecourses and schools,

to name but a few  —  Racing to School has expanded its

programme and reach without losing focus on delivering a

positive impact on learning and on improving understanding of

the sport.

VALUATION is vital as we seek to maintain and

improve content, our

delivery, and its impact. It

is not uncommon to read that ‘it’s

been the best day of my life’ from

a child who for five hours has

attended a race day, bedecked in

jockey silks and within a group

that has swarmed across every inch

of the racecourse, to decipher

pounds, furlongs and horse

lengths. And, of course, the

mystery of why tights are a vital

part of a jockey’s attire! 

The education programme

works in partnership with primary

and secondary schools, around 40% of which are within inner-

city, deprived or rurally isolated areas. The aim is for young

people with special education needs to make up at least 5% of

the annual target; doubling activity in Scotland has been another

recent milestone. A growing waiting list feels both encouraging

and frustrating, while updates from some alumni that they have

gone on to take training and work opportunities in racing is a

welcome trend we hope increases. 

E must regain our national footprint as a key driver

within the Racing Together partnership, which

represents all the sport’s community engagement

work, and so can’t wait for the schools to open up again for all.

Beacon projects at Aintree and Newmarket provide fantastic

models for more in-depth programmes around those iconic

racing centres and our pursuit of similar opportunities will sit

alongside our commitment to increase the sport’s involvement

in supporting young people around their choices for safer

gambling.

If the grass is to remain green and sweet ahead of us, it will

be down to our wonderful team and board, and to all our

supporters for the past two decades of goodwill and trust. We

look forward to many more such years ahead.

Children from North Denes Primary School, Yarmouth,
at the parade ring at their local course
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Racing to School‛s Rob Bellamy explains riding
technique to youngsters from St Nicholas C of E
Primary School, Newbury, at the Berkshire track

Rob Bellamy (left) and Mark
Wall of Racing to School

explain the weighing room
to youngsters from St

Nicholas C of E Primary
School, Newbury, at the

Berkshire track
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